HEA Reauthorization, CFPB Testimony, Ongoing Work
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Wisconsin HOPE Lab Plays
Role in HEA Reauthorization
This summer, findings from Wisconsin HOPE Lab research on college

affordability helped inform key policymakers and practitioners in
Washington, D.C. about ways to strengthen the federal Higher Education
Act, which is up for reauthorization.
On June 4, Sara GoldrickRab discussed making the first two years of
college free and expanding the federal workstudy program with U.S.
Senator Tammy Baldwin as well as staff members for U.S. Senator Ron
Johnson, at their capitol offices.
Then, on June 10, she served on the Albert Shanker InstituteAmerican
Federation of Teachers panel discussion of "The Affordability Crisis:
Rescuing the Dream of College Education for the Working Class and Poor."
U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren delivered the keynote address, and Sara
presented research supporting policy changes that would make the first
degree free for students. Beth Huang of Jobs With Justice, and Zakiya
Smith of the Lumina Foundation joined her on the panel.
Sara was back in the nation's capital on June 16 for a Demos panel on
"The Student Debt Divide: Racial and Class Bias." The conversation
centered on a new Demos report, which the organization says "details how
the shift to a debtbased system of financing higher education could be
undermining [a national] commitment to racial equality and economic
opportunity." To read a Wisconsin HOPE Lab report on race and student
debt, click here.
The Wisconsin HOPE Lab remains committed to helping members of
Congress as well as national educational organizations, educational think
tanks and policy organizations, and educators and practitioners around the
country understand what research reveals about making college more
affordable.

Free Community College
Update
Our research on college affordability, including a policy report authored
last year by Sara GoldrickRab and Nancy Kendall, also played a role in
developing America's College Promise Act, which was introduced on July 8.

The federal Act would make the first two years of community college free
AND provide an affordable pathway to a fouryear degree.
On a state level, Sara GoldrickRab worked closely with the Oregon
Legislature, led by Senator Mark Hass, on the Oregon Promise. She
provided testimony to the State Senate and House of Representatives—you
can read her remarks here—on its Senate Bill 81. The bill passed with
bipartisan support on July 2 and will provide free community college for
students in that state. Inside Higher Ed gave it a nice writeup.

Impact and Influence
Sharing Wisconsin HOPE Lab research with practitioners and students is
an important part of our work. Already this spring and summer, Wisconsin
HOPE Lab researchers have presented papers, given testimony, checked in
with project partners, and more.
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Up and Running
Three of our major research projects continue to advance this summer,
generating new rounds of study data to help universities better meet the
needs of their students related to affordability, persistence, time to degree,
and ultimate success.
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Recommended Reading
Factors that affect how students apply for financial aid, whether they
can stay in school once enrolled, and why they decide to switch institutions
are topics covered in two briefs and a study. Click below to see what our
data reveal.

FAFSA Brief
This Wisconsin HOPE Lab
data brief analyzes the
results of a survey of 1,065
firstyear college students
about their experiences in
completing the FAFSA
financial aid form. The
results show that, despite
federal reforms, the
complexity of the form and
the difficulty of obtaining
parent information are both
still barriers for some.
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Staff Updates
Want to get to know the talented and dedicated staff of the Wisconsin
HOPE Lab? Visit the staff page on our website for bios and more. In the
meantime, join us in welcoming the newest Wisconsin HOPE Lab staffers.

Drew
Anderson
Welcome to Drew
Anderson, an economist
and postdoctoral fellow who
earned M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in economics at
UWMadison. He joined the
research team for Sara
GoldrickRab's Wisconsin
Scholars Longitudinal Study
in 2012, and became a
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evaluations of financial and
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